
13book 1     module 1

a book [ə bʊk] 
a CD [ə si: 'di:] 

a page [ə peɪdʒ] 
a picture [ə 'pɪktʃə]

książka 
płyta CD 
strona 
obraz, zdjęcie

What is this? It is a book. Is this a CD? Yes, it is a CD.

What is this?

What is this?

Is this a page?

Is this a picture?

It is a book.

It is a CD.

Yes, it is a page.

Yes, it is a picture.

a living room [ə 'lɪvɪŋ ru:m] 
a door [ə dɔ:] 

a window [ə 'wɪndəʊ] 
a ceiling [ə 'si:lɪŋ] 

a floor [ə flɔ:] 
a light [ə laɪt]

salon 
drzwi 
okno 
sufit 
podłoga 
światło

It's a door. It's a living room. The door is in the living room. 

What is this?

Is this a ceiling?

Is this a light?

Is the light in the living room?

Where is the door?

Where is the window?

It is a floor.

Yes, it is a ceiling.

Yes, it is a light.

Yes, the light is in the living room.

The door is in the living room.

The window is in the living room.

○ What is this?

● It is a CD.

What is this?
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a box [ə bɒks] 
a table [ə 'teɪbl] 
a chair [ə tʃeə] 
a sofa [ə 'səʊfə] 
a wall [ə wɔ:l]

pudełko 
stół 
krzesło 
sofa 
ściana

What is this?

Is this a chair?

Where is the sofa?

Where is the table?

Is the box in the living room?

It is a wall.

Yes, it is a chair.

The sofa is in the living room.

The table is in the living room.

Yes, the box is in the living room.

it is not = it isn't ['ɪznt] 
it is = it's [ɪts]

to nie jest 
to jest

Is this a CD? No, it isn't a CD, but it's a key.

Is this a window?

Is this a floor?

Is this a light?

Is this a sofa?

No, it isn't a window. It's a door.

No, it isn't a floor. It's a ceiling.

No, it isn't a light. It's a wall.

No, it isn't a sofa. It's a chair.

a desk [ə desk] 
on [ɒn]

a mobile phone [ə 'məʊbaɪl 'fəʊn] 
a key [ə ki:] 

a lamp [ə læmp] 
a pencil [ə 'pensɪl] 

a ballpoint pen / a ballpoint 
[ə 'bɔ:lpɔɪnt pen]

biurko 
na
telefon komórkowy 
klucz 
lampa 
ołówek 
długopis

It's a lamp. It's a desk. The lamp is on the desk.

What is this?

Is this a mobile phone?

Is this a pencil?

Is the ballpoint on the desk?

Where is the lamp?

It's a key.

Yes, it's a mobile phone.

No, it isn't a pencil. It's a ballpoint pen.

Yes, the ballpoint is on the desk.

The lamp is on the desk.

○ Is this a mobile phone?

● No, it isn't a mobile phone. It's a CD.

visual 4

visual 5
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open ['əʊpən] 
closed [kləʊzd]

otwarty 
zamknięty

Is the window closed?

Is the door open?

Is my book closed?

Yes, the window's closed.

No, the door isn't open. It's closed.

No, your book isn't closed. It's open.

high [haɪ] 
low [ləʊ] 

the Eiffel tower [aɪfl 'taʊə] 
a supermarket [ə 'su:pəmɑːkɪt]

wysoki 
niski 
wieża Eiffla 
supermarket

A supermarket is low. The Eiffel tower is high.

Is the ceiling high 
in the living room?

Is a supermarket low?

Is the Eiffel tower high?

Is a supermarket high?

Is the Eiffel tower low?

Yes, the ceiling's high in the living room. 

Yes, a supermarket is low.

Yes, the Eiffel tower is high.

No, a supermarket isn't high. It's low.

No, the Eiffel tower isn't low. 
It's high.

or [ɔ:] czy
Am I a man or a woman?

Are you a student or a teacher?

Is she a boy or a girl?

Is the man tall or short?

Is the key large or small?

Is this a door or a window?

Is this a table or a chair?

You are a woman.

I am a student.

She is a girl.

The man is tall.

The key is small.

It's a window.

It's a chair.
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read your book
and  listen to the recording 

at home

to do online exercises, scan the QR code or type in the link
http://www.dlhub.eu/start/TE1U04E
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this [ðɪs] 
that [ðæt] 

a poster [ə 'pəʊstə] 
a doll [ə dəʊl] 

a football [ə 'fʊtbɔ:l]

ten, ta, to 
tamten, tamta, tamto 
plakat
lalka 
piłka (nożna)

This is a football and that is a poster.

What is this?

What is that?

Is this a football?

Is that a mobile phone?

Is that my book?

Is this a doll?

Is that a poster?

Is that poster small?

This is a doll.

That is a poster.

Yes, this is a football.

Yes, that is a mobile phone.

No, that isn't your book. It's his book.

Yes, this is a doll.

Yes, that is a poster.

No, that poster isn't small. It's large.

○ What is this?

● This is a doll.

○ What is that?

● That is a poster.

4
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this
▬►

that

▬ ▬ ▬ ▬►

Unit 4   Exercise 1

Write the sentences in the correct order.

1.    is / manager / a / She / . 
       ... She is a manager. ...

2.    the / desk / lamp / is / The / on /       6.    Germany / is / Berlin / capital / the / of / . 
       .........................................................            .........................................................

3.    ballpoint / in / The / is / box / the / .     7.    English / you / Are / ? 
       .........................................................            .........................................................

4.    a / not / is / doll / That / .       8.    a / Monaco / country / small / is / . 
       .........................................................            .........................................................

5.    city / China / Is / a / ?        9.    light / the / the / living / Is / room / in / ? 
       .........................................................            .........................................................


